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w xIn 11 , Donkin determined the blocks of the classical Schur algebras in
positive characteristic from the blocks of the corresponding general linear
group. We show in this paper that an analogous result for the q-Schur
Ž . Ž .algebras S n, d when q is a primitive lth root of unity can be derived inq
the same way from the blocks of an appropriate quantum general linear
group.
There are a number of different quantizations of the general linear
group. We shall mainly consider that due to Dipper and Donkin, though
the Manin quantization will also prove important. After some preliminary
sections, the first main result is a proof of the strong linkage principle for
w xour quantum group. This follows the classical proof owing to Andersen 1 ,
w xand is based on that for the Manin quantization 21 . For technical
w xreasons, the proof in 21 requires l to be odd, but we can remove this
restriction for both quantizations.
Using the strong linkage principle, we are then able to partially deter-
mine the blocks of our quantum group. The rest of this paper then verifies
w xthat the argument of 11 holds essentially unchanged for the quantum
case. From this, it is then straightforward to complete our determination of
the blocks of the quantum group.
For d F n, the blocks of the q-Schur algebra have already been deter-
w xmined by James and Mathas 18 , while the blocks of the quantum group
w xwhen n s 2 have also been calculated 3 . It should also be noted that
w xThams 24 has already determined the blocks of the quantum enveloping
Ž .algebra from which the blocks of our group could be derived , but under
the additional assumptions that q is a primitive lth root of unity with l odd
and greater than the Coxeter number for the group.
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1. TWO QUANTUM GENERAL LINEAR GROUPS
In this section we introduce the two quantizations of the general linear
w xgroup that we shall need, and recall a result from 14 that will allow us to
transfer results between them. Our two quantizations are most easily
introduced as certain special cases of a more general construction owing to
w xTakeuchi 23 , which we begin by describing.
Henceforth we shall denote by k an algebraically closed field of charac-
w xteristic p G 0. Following Parshall and Wang 21 , we regard the category of
quantum groups as the dual of the category of k-Hopf algebras, and
identify a quantum group's module category with the comodule category of
the corresponding Hopf algebra.
 4 Ž .Fix a , b g k _ 0 and define A n to be the k-algebra generated bya , b
the n2 indeterminates c , with 1 F i, j F n, subject to the relationsi j
c c s ac c , for j ) r ,i j i r i r i j
c c s bc c , for j ) r ,ji r i r i ji
c c s ay1bc c , for i ) r and j - s,i j r s r s i j
c c s ay1 y b c c q c c , for i - r and j - s.Ž .i j r s i s r j r s i j
w xAs noted in 23 , there exist comultiplication and counit maps d and e ,
Ž .respectively, giving A n the structure of a bialgebra. Further, aftera , b
localizing at a certain quantum determinant, this can be given a Hopf
algebra structure. We denote the corresponding quantum group by Ga , b.
 4 w xFor fixed q g k _ 0 , the Dipper]Donkin quantization 4 corresponds
w xto the case a s 1 and b s q, while the Manin quantization 20 corre-
sponds to the case a s b s q. In these cases, we will denote Ga , b by
Ž . Ž . Ž .q-GL n, k or just G and GL n, k , respectively. When a s b s 1, weq
Ž .recover the classical coordinate algebra of GL n, k , and in this case we
shall often write x for the c .i j i j
The main result relating these two quantizations is
w 2 Ž .xTHEOREM 1.1. There is a coalgebra isomorphism between k q -GL n, k
w Ž .x Ž 2 Ž ..and k GL n, k , and hence the categories Mod q -GL n, k andq
Ž Ž ..Mod GL n, k are isomorphic.q
w xSee 14, Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.4 for the proof.
w xAs observed in 14, Remark 2.7 , we should note that this is not
necessarily an isomorphism of tensor categories.
Remark 1.2. We will often wish to use the last result to translate
between the Dipper]Donkin and Manin quantizations. When translating
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results across that depend on the value of l, it should be noted that these
results may change. In particular, if q is a primitive lth root of unity with l
even, then q2 is a primitive lr2th root of unity. Thus results that for
Ž . Ž .q-GL n, k depend on l will translate across to GL n, k as results thatq
depend either on l, if l odd, or lr2, if l even.
Finally in this section, we relate our quantum groups to the q-Schur
Ž . w xalgebra S n, d of Dipper and James 5, 6 , originally defined as theq
Ž .centralizing algebra of a certain action of the Hecke algebra H d . Letq
Ž . Ž .A n, d be the subcoalgebra of A n consisting of homogeneousa , b a , b
polynomials of degree d in the generators c . If ab s q, then the duali j
Ž . Ž . Ž w x.algebra A n, d * is isomorphic to S n, d see 14, Theorem 5.5 .a , b q
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we shall briefly review the representation theory devel-
w x w xoped for the Dipper]Donkin quantization in 7 and 12 . A similar theory
w xis developed for the Manin quantization in 21 . When q is a root of unity
w xwe also consider certain related infinitesimal subgroups, as in 7 . If further
our field k has positive characteristic, we then generalize this procedure to
give a family of such infinitesimal subgroups.
Just as in the classical case, we can define certain subgroups of G
corresponding to the Borel subgroup of lower triangular matrices and the
torus of diagonal matrices. We shall denote these by B and T , respectively.
Ž .T is just the ordinary classical n-dimensional torus, with character group
Ž . nX T ( Z .
Ž w x.We make the usual choice of root system see 19, II.1.21 , and denote
Ž . Ž q.the set of roots respectively, positive roots by F respectively, F . The
simple roots will be denoted a s e y e , with 1 F i - n. We shall alsoi i iq1
Ž .need to consider the standard basis of X T consisting of the fundamental
dominant weights ˆ s e q ??? qe , and will occasionally denote ˆ justi 1 i n
² : Ž . ² :by ˆ . There is a Z-bilinear form }, } on X T satisfying e , e s di j i j
for 1 F i, j F n. We will also use the usual dominance partial order on
Ž .X T .
Ž .The symmetric group S acts on X T , as an analogue of the classicaln
Weyl group. When considered thus, we shall denote S by W and then
Ž .element of S corresponding to the transposition i, i q 1 by s . As welln a i
as the usual action of W on the character group, we also have the ``dot''
Ž . Ž .action w ? l s w l q r y r, where r s n y 1, n y 2, . . . , 0 . With this
we can define the affine Weyl group, W , associated to G. This is thel
Ž .transformation group on X T generated by w with the dot action, and
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the translations l ‹ l q la for all a g F. Occasionally we shall also
need to consider r, which will equal half the sum of the positive roots.
Given any quantum group H with subgroup K and a K-module V, we
H Ž .shall denote the H-module induced from V by ind V . The ith rightK
i H Ž .derived functor of induction will in such cases be denoted by R ind V .K
Ž .To each element l of X T there corresponds a one-dimensional B-mod-
ule k of weight l. We denote the module obtained by inducing this up tol
Ž . Ž Ž ..G by = l or occasionally = l , and more generally for a B-module Vn
i GŽ . iŽ .we denote R ind V by H V . When considering both the classical andB
quantum case simultaneously, we shall sometimes denote the classical
Ž .induced module by = l .
Ž .The weights l for which = l is nonzero form the dominant weights
Ž .q Ž . Ž .X T . Each = l with l dominant has a simple socle L l , and these
form a complete set of inequivalent simple G-modules. The set of domi-
nant polynomial weights of degree d in turn parameterizes the simple
Ž . qŽ .S n, d -modules, and will be denoted by L n, d . Given a module V, weq
Ž . w Ž .xdenote the composition multiplicity of L l in V by V: L l .
Ž .The one-dimensional induced module = ˆ corresponds to the determi-
Žnant representation, and will be denoted q-det or det for the Maninq
. Ž ry1 . Ž . Ž .quantization . For l s lp y 1 r, we have L l s = l , and we will
denote this module by St , the r th Steinberg module.r
A G-module V is said to have a good filtration if there is a G-module
filtration 0 s V F V F ??? with V s D V , such that each quotient0 1 iG 0 i
Ž .V rV is either 0 or isomorphic to = l for some dominant weight l .i iy1 i i
Ž .The multiplicity of = l in such a filtration is independent of the choice of
Ž Ž ..filtration, and we denote it by V:= l .
Ž .We shall denote the injective hull of L l as a G-module and as an
Ž . Ž . Ž .S n, d -module by I l and I l , respectively. When determining theq S
Ž . w Ž .xblocks of both G and S n, d , the following result from 12, Section 4 6q
will prove useful.
Ž .q Ž qŽ ..PROPOSITION 2.1. For l g X T respecti¤ely, L n, d , the module
Ž . Ž Ž ..I l respecti¤ely, I l has a good filtration with multiplicities gi¤en byS
I l := m s = m : L lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .q Ž qŽ .. Ž .qfor m g X T respecti¤ely, L n, d . Thus two elements l, m g X T
Ž Ž ..belong to the same block of G respecti¤ely, S n, d if , and only if , thereq
Ž .q Žexists a chain l s l, . . . , l s m of elements of X T respecti¤ely,1 t
qŽ .. w Ž . Ž .xL n, d such that for each each 1 F i - t we ha¤e either = l : L li iq1
w Ž . Ž .x/ 0 or = l : L l / 0.iq1 i
Ž w x.The proof follows just as in the classical case see 9, Theorem 2.6 .
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Ž .3. INFINITESIMAL SUBGROUPS OF q-GL n, k
In this section we shall consider certain infinitesimal subgroups of our
quantum group. A quantum analogue of the first Frobenius kernel and
w xalso of the corresponding Jantzen subgroup is defined in 7, Sect. 3.1 .
When the field k has positive characteristic, this definition can be general-
ized to give the higher kernels, as outlined in this section.
Throughout this section we take q to be a primitive lth root of unity,
and when considering the higher kernels further require that the charac-
teristic p of our field be strictly positive. Note that for this to be possible,
Ž . w Ž . xwe must have l, p s 1. By 14, 3.1 Theorem, taking a s 1 and b s q ,
we have that there exists a Hopf algebra homomorphism
ÃF :k GL n , k “ k q-GL n , kŽ . Ž .
l Ž .taking x to c . Thus we define the Frobenius morphism F:q-GL n, k “i j i j
Ž .GL n, k to be the morphism of quantum groups with associated comor-
Ãphism F. If p ) 0, then we also have the usual Frobenius map F on
Ž . pGL n, k associated to the comorphism taking x to x , and so we mayi j i j
consider the composition of these maps. Henceforth we will abuse nota-
tion and write F r for F ry1F.
w xFollowing 12 , we say that a quantum group H is a factor group of a
w x w xquantum group H if k H is a sub-Hopf algebra of k H . Given a factor
w xgroup H of H whose coordinate algebra is central in k H , we obtain a
w x Ž Ž .subgroup H of H whose defining ideal is given by I s k H ? ker e1 H H1w x.l k H .
w x l p ry 1Consider the sub-Hopf algebra of k G generated by the elements c ,i j
yl p ry 1 Ž .for 1 F i, j F n, and d where if r ) 1, we assume that p ) 0 . Thisq
w Ž .x ris isomorphic to k GL n, k via F . The corresponding factor group will
rbe denoted G , or just G in the case r s 1. Then by the previous
paragraph, there is a subgroup of G with defining ideal generated by the
elements cl p
ry 1 y d , for 1 F i, j F n, and dyl p ry 1 y 1. This subgroup willi j i j q
be denoted G and called the rth Frobenius kernel. We can also definer
infinitesimal analogues of B and T ; respectively, B s B l G and T sr r r
T l G .r
Finally, we introduce quantum analogues of the Jantzen subgroups,
which can be regarded as infinitesimal thickenings of the Frobenius
w xkernels by the torus. Consider the ideal of k G generated by the elements
l p ry 1 Ž .c for 1 F i / j F n. Again, if r ) 1, then we assume that p ) 0. Thisi j
r Ž .is clearly a biideal, and by the isomorphism of G with GL n, k above,
w xalong with the description of the antipode in 4, Lemmas 4.2.20 and 4.2.12 ,
it is easy to verify that it is in fact a Hopf ideal. We denote the subgroup of
G with this as defining ideal by G T , and the corresponding intersectionr
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with B by B T. Similarly we can show that the ideal generated by ther
l p ry 1 w xelements c for 1 F i - j F n is a Hopf ideal of k G ; we denote thei j
subgroup corresponding to this by G B.r
The basic representation theory of these infinitesimal subgroups was
w x w xdeveloped in 7, Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 . Unfortunately, 7 only considers the
case r s 1; however, the arguments given there all still hold, mutatis
mutandis, in the general case. For most of our purposes the r s 1 theory
will suffice, but we shall also require the following two more general
results.
We define the set of lpry1-restricted weights
X T s l g X T N 0 F l y l F lpry1 y 1 for 1 F i F n ,Ž . Ž . 4r i iq1
Ž .where we set l s 0 with our usual requirement for p if r ) 1 . Thennq1
we have
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1. For l g X T , the simple module L l remains simple onr
restriction to G .r
w Ž .xThe proof follows as in 7, 3.2 3 .
We shall also need
LEMMA 3.2. Let V, Z g mod G be such that res V is absolutelyG r
indecomposable, G acts tri¤ially on Z, and Z is absolutely indecomposable asr
ra G -module. Then V m Z is an absolutely indecomposable G-module.
w Ž .x Ž wThe proof follows by the same arguments as in 7, 3.3 5 or 8, Sect. 2,
x .Lemma in the classical case .
Finally, we consider induction in the infinitesimal case. By arguing as in
w Ž . Ž .x21, 9.6.1 and 9.6.2 we see that for r s 1 or p ) 0 we have
LEMMA 3.3. The induction functor indG r B is exact.B
Ã G rT Ä G r BŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .For l g X T define Z l s ind k and Z l s ind k , wherer B T l r B lr ÃŽ .as usual if r ) 1 we assume that p ) 0. The basic properties of Z l have
w x Ž .been developed in 7 at least for r s 1 , but similar arguments also hold
Ä Ž . w Ž .xfor Z l . In particular, we have the following result as in 21, 9.6.5r
Ž w Ž . Ž .x.compare with 7, 3.1 21 and 22 .
Ž .THEOREM 3.4. For any l g X T , we ha¤e:
Ä ry1 ÄŽ . Ž . Ž . ry 1i Z l q lp m ( Z l m k ;r r l p m
ry1Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž . .ii Z l * ( Z 2 lp y 1 r y l ;r r
ry1Ä ÄŽ . Ž . Ž Ž .iii Z l has an irreducible head, isomorphic to L 2 lp y 1 r yr r
.l ;
Ä ÃŽ . Ž . Ž .iv res Z l ( Z l ,G T rr
Ä Ž .where L l is the simple G B-module of highest weight l, and r ) 1 orr r
p ) 0.
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Finally, we should remark that in the case where q is a primitive odd
root of unity, a similar infinitesimal theory can also be developed for the
w xManin quantization. In the case r s 1, this was studied in 21 .
4. THE STRONG LINKAGE PRINCIPLE
Ž .In this section we will prove the strong linkage principle for q-GL n, k ,
Žwhen q is a root of unity. This is proved for the Manin quantization for q
. w Ž .xa primitive lth root of unity with l odd in 21, 10.3.5 and hence, by the
Ž .isomorphism of module categories in 1.1 , for our chosen quantization
Ž .for odd l . However, we will show that the restriction on l is unnecessary
in both cases.
Before we can state the main result of this section, we begin with a pair
w xof technical lemmas that will be needed later. We recall from 12, Sect. 2
that to any composition a of n, we can associate a corresponding parabolic
Ž . Ž .subgroup P a . We consider those a of the form 1, . . . , 1, 2, 1, . . . , 1 ,
where the 2 lies in the jth position, and denote the corresponding
iŽ .parabolic just by P . For a simple B-module k , we will write H l forj l j
i PjŽ .R ind k . Then we havelB
n Ž .LEMMA 4.1. Let l s Ý t ˆ g X T with t ) 0 for some j - n. Thenis1 i i j
there exist the following short exact sequences of B-modules:
Ž . l 0Ž .i 0 “ K “ H l “ k “ 0;j j l
Ž . Ž . l lii 0 “ s l “ K “ V “ 0;a j jj
Ž . l l liii 0 “ C “ V “ F “ 0;j j j
Ž . l 0Ž . liv 0 “ F “ H l y a “ D “ 0.j j j
l l  Ž . 4Moreo¤er, the set of weights of both C and D is s l q tla : 0 - t - t rl .j j a j jj
w Ž .xThe proof corresponds to 21, 10.2.1 , and as the proof given there is
Ž .valid for all l, the isomorphism in 1.1 gives the result for our quantiza-
tion. Alternatively, the argument given can be rederived directly for our
quantization using the explicit description of the B-module structure of
w xthe symmetric powers given in 25 .
n Ž .COROLLARY 4.2. If l s Ý t ˆ g X T with t G 0 for some j - n,is1 i i j
then there exist two long exact sequences:
Ž . rŽ . ry1Ž . rŽ lqr Ž .. rq1Ž .i ??? “ H s ? l “ H l “ H V yr “ H s ? la j aj j
“ ??? ;
Ž . rŽ lqr Ž .. rŽ lqr Ž .. ry1Ž lqr Ž ..ii ??? “ H C yr “ H V yr “ H D yrj j j
rq1Ž lqr Ž ..“ H C yr “ ??? ,j
Ž .where for a B-module X we write X yr for X m k .yr
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w x wWith Lemma 4.1 and 12, Lemma 3.2 , we obtain the proof just as in 21,
Ž .x10.2.2 .
w x Ž .Just as in 21 , we define a strong linkage relation on X T with respect
to the dot action of the affine Weyl group. In particular, a weight l is
strongly linked to m, written l› m, if l s m or there exists a finite
sequence of weights m s m, m, . . . , m s l such that for i s 0, . . . , t y 1,0 1 t
m s s ? m q m laiq1 a i i ii
² :for a a positive root and m a nonnegative integer with m q r, a Gi i i i
m l. The main result in this section isi
Ž . Ž .qTHEOREM 4.3 The strong linkage principle . Let l g X T and m g
Ž . Ž .q Ž . rŽ .X T with m q r g X T . If L l is a composition factor of H w ? m for
some w g W and r g N, then l› m.
w x w xAs noted in 21 , the result follows just as in 1 provided certain
preliminary results hold. We merely verify that each of these results holds
just as for the Manin quantization. Given the previous two lemmas, the
result will follow from Serre duality and the Borel]Weil]Bott theorem for
small dominant weights. So we will be done if we can prove Theorems 4.4
and 4.7.
A dominant weight l is called small if either l s Ýn r ˆ withis1 i i
Ýny1 r F l q 1 y n or l is a minimal dominant weight. We have theis1 i
Ž w x.following result compare with 12, Theorem 3.9 .
Ž . Ž .THEOREM 4.4 Borel]Weil]Bott . Let l g X T be a small dominant
weight. Then
= l , if r s l w ,Ž . Ž .rH w ? l sŽ . ½ 0, otherwise,
where l is the usual length function on W.
Ž wWhereas we have the Grothendieck vanishing theorem see 12, Proposi-
x. w Ž .xtion 3.10 , this follows just as in 21, 10.2.3 , noting that the other results
used there have already been verified above.
So it remains to prove that Serre duality holds, which shall take the rest
of this section. We first give an alternative description of induction for
quantum groups.
Given K a subgroup of a quantum group H, and V a K-module, we
define a map
w x w x w xQ : V m k H “ V m k K m k H
as follows. We will use the convention that we suppress certain summa-
Žtions, indicated by primes, in a similar manner to Sweedler's notation see
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w x.22 . Thus we shall write the structure map t of V as ¤ ‹ ¤ 9 m g 0 and
w xwrite comultiplication d in k H by f ‹ f 9 m f 0. Denoting the antipode in
w x w x w xk K by s and the image of f g k H in k K by f , we define Q on
Ž .elements of the form ¤ m f by ¤ m f ‹ ¤ 9 m g 0 s f 9 m f 0 and extend by
linearity. We define the fixed points under this map to be those elements
Ž .Ý ¤ m f satisfying Q Ý ¤ m f s Ý ¤ m 1 m f , and denote the set ofi i i i i i i i i
Ž w x.Kthese by V m k H . Then we have
PROPOSITION 4.5. Gi¤en H, K, and V, as abo¤e, we ha¤e
KH w xinf V s V m k H .Ž . Ž .K
H Ž . Ž w x.KProof. We first show ind V : V m k H . Consider Ý ¤ m f gK i i i
H Ž .ind V . NowK
u ¤ m f s id m m m id id m id m s m id id m id m dŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i iž /
i
= ¤ X m gY m f ,Ý i i iž /
i
yŽ .where d s m id d and m is the usual multiplication map. By the
Ž w x.definition of induction see 12, Sect. 1 we have
X Y X Y¤ m g m f s ¤ m f m f ,Ý Ýi i i i i i
i i
and so by applying our alternative description of Q to this we obtain
X Y Z
Q ¤ m f s ¤ m f s f m f .Ž .Ý Ýi i i i i iž /
i i
Ž .As d f s d f , we have by the relations for a Hopf algebra that thisŽ .
equals Ý ¤ m 1 m f , as required. Next we consider the reverse inclusion.i i i
As
X Yid m m m d ¤ m 1 m f s ¤ m f m f ,Ž . Ý Ýi i i i iž /
i i
we have by our alternative description of Q above that it is enough to
show that
id m m m d id m m m id id m id m s m id id m id m d s id.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
So consider the left-hand side acting on some element ¤ m a m b. The
image of this is
¤ m as b9 b0 m b- s ¤ m a m bŽ .
as required, and the result now follows.
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With this last result we can now prove
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 4.6. For all i G 0, r G 1 with p ) 0 if r ) 1 , B n, k -modules
M, and G-modules V, we ha¤e
F rri G F i GLŽn , k .R ind V m M ( V m R ind M .Ž . Ž .G B BŽn , k .r
w Ž .xProof. By the generalized tensor identity 12, Proposition 1.3 ii , it is
enough to show that
F rri G F i GLŽn , k .R ind M ( R ind M .Ž . Ž .G B BŽn , k .r
We first consider the case i s 0. Let us denote G B by H. Now G is ar r
rsubgroup of H, and we shall denote the corresponding factor group by H .
Then by the last proposition we have
Hr rG F F w xind M ( M m k GŽ . Ž .H
rHGr rF w x( M m k GŽ .ž /
rHrF rw x( M m k GŽ .
r rG F
r( ind M ,H
w xusing 12, Proposition 1.5 for the two intermediate steps. Now we have
rr r r G FŽ . Ž . Ž .H ( B n, k and G ( GL n, k , both via F . Hence ind M (H
Ž GL Žn, k . .F rind M as required.BŽn, k .
w xThe argument for the general case now proceeds much as in 19, I.6.11 .
w Ž .x w xWe replace appeals to 19, I.4.5 c by 12, Proposition 1.2 , and note that
winduction is exact where required by arguments as in 21, Sections 7.3 and
x7.4 .
NnŽ . Ž . Ž . wWe define N s . By 4.4 , we have that H y2 r ( k, and so by 21,2
Ž .x10.3.1 we obtain for every finite-dimensional B-module V a pairing
Ny i i NH y2 r m V * m H V “ H y2 r ( kŽ . Ž . Ž .
of rational G-modules. With this we can now prove
Ž .THEOREM 4.7 Serre duality . For any finite-dimensional rational B-mod-
ule V,
Ny r rH y2 r m V * ( H V *.Ž . Ž .Ž .
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Ž . Ž . w Ž .xProof. Using 3.3 and 3.4 , we obtain 21, 10.3.3 by the arguments
Ž wgiven there. Then, as we have the generalized tensor identities see 12,
Ž .x. w Ž .xProposition 1.3 ii , the proof now follows as in 21, 10.3.4 .
This concludes the proof of the strong linkage principle. Note that, via
Ž .our usual isomorphism 1.1 , this also gives the result for the Manin
Žquantization without restriction on l with the appropriate modifica-
Ž ..tions}see 1.2 .
5. THE BLOCKS OF THE q-SCHUR ALGEBRA
The main result in this section is a determination of the block structure
Ž .of the q-Schur algebra, and hence of q-GL n, k . If q is not a root of
w Ž .Ž .xunity, then the q-Schur algebra is semisimple by 7, 4.3 7 i , so henceforth
we assume that q is a primitive lth root of unity. We first consider the
blocks of G, using an easy argument based on the strong linkage principle
and the following lemma.
Ž .LEMMA 5.1. For any dominant weight l and r G 1 with p ) 0 if r / 1 ,
rF ry1 ry1St m = l ( = lp y 1 r q lp l . 1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .r
Ž ry1 . ry1 Ž .Proof. Set l9 s lp y 1 r q lp l. As both sides of 1 have the
same character, by the universal property of =s it is enough to show that
rFsoc St m = l ( L l9 .Ž . Ž .Ž .r
For 0 F a - lp ry1, consider
r rF FHom L a m L b , St m = lŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .G r
rr r GF F( Hom L a m L b , St m = l .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .G rr
r rF FŽ . Ž .As L b and = l are both trivial as G -modules, the terms in ther
Ž .right-hand side are isomorphic to direct sums of L a s and St s. But Str r
Ž . Ž .and L a are simple as G -modules by 3.1 , so for a nonzero homomor-r
Ž .phism to exist we must have L a ( St .r
Ž .By Schur's lemma, Hom St , St s k, and we have an injectionG r rr
r r r rF F F FHom L b , = l “ Hom St m L b , St m = l ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .k G r rr
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taking u to 1 m u . By dimensions this is an isomorphism. Hence
rr r r r GF F F FHom St m L b , St m = l ( Hom L b , = lŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .G r r k
r rF F
r( Hom L b , = lŽ . Ž .Ž .G
( Hom L b , = lŽ . Ž .Ž .GL n
k , if b s l,( ½ 0, otherwise.
rFŽ Ž . . Ž . Ž .Hence soc St m = l consists of copies of St m L l ( L l9 . But dimr r
Ž .= l s 1 and all other weights are less than l, so only one such copy canl
occur, which gives the result.
Ž . Ž .Consider l g X T not equal to yr. If p ) 0, then we define m l to
be the least positive integer such that there exists an a g Fq with
² : mŽl. Ž .l q r, a f lp Z. If p s 0, then we define m l to be 0 if there exists
q ² :an a g F with l q r, a f lZ and 1 otherwise. Our first partial result
on the blocks of G is
Ž .q Ž mŽl. . Ž .qPROPOSITION 5.2. If l g X T , then W ? l q lp ZF l X T is a
Ž .union of blocks for G. If further p s 0 and m l s 1, then l is the unique
element in its block.
Ž .Proof. First consider the case m l s 0. It is enough to check that if t
Ž .and n are dominant, with t g W ? l q lZF and L n a composition factor
Ž .of = l , then n g W ? l q lZF. But this is an easy consequence of the
Ž .strong linkage principle 4.3 .
Ž .Now suppose that l is any dominant weight, with m l s m ) 0. Again,
it is enough to show that if t and n are dominant, with t g W ? l q lpmZF
Ž . Ž . mand L n a composition factor of = t , then n g W ? l q lp ZF or if
p s 0, that n s t . We first note that we have
t s lpmy 1 y 1 r q aˆ q lpmy 1t 9,Ž .
q my1 Ž wwith t 9 g X and 0 F a - lp cf. the definition of normal form in 11,
mFx. Ž . Ž .Sect. 1 . So by the preceding lemma, = t y aˆ ( St m = t 9 , andm
ma FŽ . Ž . Ž . Žhence = t ( q-det m St m = t 9 as both sides have a simple soclem
.and the same character . It is easy to see, by Steinberg's tensor product
theorem, that any composition factor of this module is of the form
ma FŽ . Ž . Ž . ŽL n ( q-det m St m L n 9 , and decomposing l in the same way asm
.for t that t 9 g W ? l9 q pZF. So it is enough to show that n 9 g W ? l9 q
pZF or if p s 0, that n 9 s l9. But this follows for p ) 0 from the strong
Ž . w xlinkage principle for GL n, k 1, Theorem 1 and for p s 0 from the
Ž Ž ..semisimplicity of Mod GL n, k .
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We will show later that the sets described in the theorem above are in
fact precisely the blocks of G. This will follow from the following descrip-
tion of the blocks of the q-Schur algebra, which most of the rest of this
section is taken up with proving.
qŽ . Ž .THEOREM 5.3. For any l g L n, d , the S n, d -block containing l isq
W ? l q lpmŽl.ZF l Lq n , d , if p ) 0 or m l s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
 4l otherwise.
In what follows, it will be convenient to call a weight l primiti¤e if
Ž .m l s 0. By the last result, it makes sense to define a primiti¤e block as
one consisting of primitive elements. We first deal with the nonprimitive
blocks, as for these the result can be easily deduced from the classical case.
Ž . mPROPOSITION 5.4. For d G 0, m G 0 with p ) 0 if m / 0 , 0 F a - lp ,
Ž .and B a block of S n, d , the set
B² s lpm y 1 r q aˆ q lpmm : m g B 4Ž .
Ž . Ž m . < < mis a block of S n, e , where e s lp y 1 r q na q lp d.q
Ž .Proof. Define F: mod GL n, k “ mod G by
mq 1a FF V s q-det m St m V ,Ž . Ž . mq 1
F u s 1 m 1 m u .Ž .
Ž .a Ž . Ž m .Now q-det m St ( = s , where s s lp y 1 r q aˆ , as both sidesmq 1
have a simple socle and the same character. The result now follows just as
w xin 11, Sect. 4, Theorem , noting that if V is indecomposable, then so is
mq 1FŽ . Ž .= s m V by 3.2 .
With the above proposition, the main theorem now follows for l
Ž . wnonprimitive from the description of the blocks for S n, d given in 11,
x Ž Ž ..Sect. 4, Corollary if p ) 0, and from the semisimplicity of Mod S n, d
otherwise.
So it remains to prove the theorem when l is a primitive weight. Recall
that to each partition l we can associate a corresponding l-core, whose
Young diagram is obtained from that of l by removing skew l-hooks. We
qŽ .shall call a subset of L n, d a core class if it consists of all elements of
qŽ . w xL n, d with some fixed l-core. We note that the remarks in 11, p. 405
Žconcerning p-cores all hold when p is replaced by l, and so given our
.partial result on the blocks of G we have the following result.
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Ž .LEMMA 5.5. For primiti¤e dominant weights l s l , . . . , l and m s1 n
Ž .m , . . . , m , if l and m belong to the same G-block, then there exists a1 n
p g S such thatn
l y i ’ m y p i mod lŽ . Ž .i p Ž i.
qŽ .for all 1 F i F n. Further, for any l, m g L n, d there exists such a
p g S if , and only if , l and m ha¤e the same l-core.n
Remark 5.6. When d F n the blocks of the q-Schur algebra have
w xalready been determined by James and Mathas 18, Theorem 4.24 . To see
that our main result is consistent with this, note that in this case all of the
qŽ . Ž .elements l g L n, d are primitive. Hence 5.3 and Lemma 5.5 give that
Ž .l and m lie in the same block for S n, d if, and only if, they have theq
same l-core.
The remainder of this section is essentially devoted to verifying that the
wproof given in the classical case for primitive blocks in 11, Sect. 3,
x Ž .Theorem holds with the obvious modifications in this setting. Examina-
wtion of the proof given there gives that this will be the case provided 11,
Ž . Ž . Ž .xSect. 3 1]6 , Sect. 1 5, 8 , and Sect. 2 3, Proposition all hold.
Ž .To a partition l we can associate a hook tableau h l , which is thei j
Ž . Xl-tableau whose i, j th entry is the hook length l q l y i y j q 1. Herei j
l9 is the conjugate partition to l. Further, given two partitions l g
qŽ . qŽ . Ž .L n, d and m g L m, e with l G m , we shall write l N m for then 1
qŽ .partition in L n q m, d q e obtained by concatenation.
qŽ .An element l g L n, d is called row l-regular if there does not exist
an i with 0 F i F n y l such that l s l s ??? s l ) 0. The setiq1 iq2 iql
qŽ . qŽ .of row l-regular elements in L n, d is denoted L n, d . We will alsorow
Ž . Ž .need to consider the Schur functor f s f : mod S n, d “ mod H d ,n, d q q
defined when d F n. This is analogous to the usual Schur functor defined
w x w xin 15, Chap. 6 , and its basic properties are outlined in 7, Sect. 2.1 .
Ž .The six results in Section 3 and Section 2 3 are all straightforward and
are summarized in the following proposition.
Ž . Ž . qŽ .PROPOSITION 5.7. i Carter's criterion . Let l g L n, d with d F n.
Ž .Then l is row l-regular and f = l is irreducible if , and only if , the l-adic
Ž Ž ..¤aluation n : Z “ N is constant on the columns of the hook tableau h l .l i j
Ž .ii A partition l is an l-core if , and only if , e¤ery entry of the hook
tableau is not di¤isible by l.
Ž . qŽ . Ž .iii E¤ery core class in L n, d is a union of S n, d -blocks, and ifq
qŽ .l g L n, d is primiti¤e, then its core class consists of primiti¤e elements.
Ž . qŽ .iv Elements l and m of L n, d belong to the same core class if ,
qŽ .and only if , l q ˆ and m q ˆ belong to the same core class in L n, d q n .
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Ž . qŽ . Ž .v If l, m g L n, d are in the same S n, d -block, then l q ˆq
qŽ . Ž .and m q ˆ g L n, d q n are in the same S n, d q n -block.q
Ž . Ž . qŽ .vi Suppose that l N m g L n q m, d q e , with m being the
Ž . qŽ .unique maximal element in its S m, e -block and t g L m, e belonging toq
Ž . Ž .the same block as m. Then l N t is in the same S n q m, d q e -block asq
Ž .l N m .
Ž . qŽ . Ž .vii If l, m g L n, d belong to the same block of S n, d , thenq
Ž .they belong to the same block of S m, d for all m G n.q
w xProof. A quantum version of Carter's criterion is proved in 18, 4.15
w xfor q-Specht modules, and hence by the identification of these in 7, 4.5h
Ž . Ž . Ž .with the f = l s we obtain i . For ii the classical criterion for l to be a
w x w xp-core in 11 can be seen from 17, 2.7.40 not to require p prime
Ž .provided we replace ``coprime to p'' by ``not divisible by p'' . The result
Ž .on core classes iii follows directly from Lemma 5.5 and Proposition 5.4,
Ž . Ž . Ž .while iv is immediate. Both v and vi }consequences of James' results
on row and column removal and decomposition numbers}hold with the
w xsame proofs as given, but replacing references to 10, Theorems 1 and 2 by
w Ž . Ž .x w7, 4.2 9 and 4.2 15 , respectively. Finally, the last part is clear from 7,
Ž .x4.2 6 .
w Ž .xThe next result is an analogue of 11, Sect. 1 5 .
Ž .q Ž .PROPOSITION 5.8. Let l g X T . Suppose that l is primiti¤e and = l
² :is irreducible. Then we ha¤e l, a - l for all a g P.
Proof. Consider the Manin quantization. Now Steinberg's tensor prod-
w Ž .x wuct theorem holds for l odd by 21, 9.4.1 , and for l even by 2, Theorem,
x Žand concluding remarks but replacing l in this case by lr2 as remarked
Ž .. Ž . w xin 1.2 . Hence it also holds for SL n, k . Now 16, Sect. 2.5, Theoremq
wclearly holds with l or lr2 replacing p, and hence we have 16, Sect. 2.5,
x w xCorollary , possibly with l modified. The result now follows just as in 11
Ž .possibly with modified l . Again, tensoring with det will not affectq
Ž .reducibility, giving the result for GL n, k . The usual category isomor-q
Ž .phism 1.1 now gives the result for our quantization, and corrects any
modifications to l introduced during the Manin stage.
To start the induction off in the proof of the main theorem, we need
wto check some small cases. It will be convenient for this to define, as in 19,
xII 5.7 , a Euler characteristic for any given finite-dimensional B-module
M by
i ix M [ y1 ch H M .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
iG0
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Ž . Ž .As usual, we write x l for x k , and then Kempf's vanishing theoreml
w x12, Theorem 3.4 gives
q
x l s ch = l for all l g X T ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
w xso our notation agrees with that in 12 . Just as in the classical case we
have
Ž . Ž . Ž .qLEMMA 5.9. i The characters ch L l with l g X T form a basis of
w xWZ X .
Ž . Ž . Ž . w xWii For all l g X and Ý a m e m g Z X ,m
x l a m e m s a m x l q m .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý
m m
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .iii For all w g W and l g X we ha¤e x w ? l s sgn w x l .
w x wThe first two parts follow just as in 19, II.5.8, Lemma , using 12,
x wTheorem 2.10 and Lemma 3.1 , while the last part follows just as in 19,
x w xII.5.9 from 12, Lemmas 2.12 and 3.1 .
We are now able to check the necessary small cases, corresponding to
w Ž .xthose in 11, Sect. 1 8 .
Ž .qPROPOSITION 5.10. Let n s 1, 2, or 3, and l g X T be primiti¤e.
Then
Ž . Ž .i the module = l is irreducible if , and only if , l is minimal in its
block;
Ž .ii each primiti¤e G-block contains a unique minimal element.
wProof. The case n s 1 is clear, while the n s 2 case follows from 3,
x Ž .Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2 . Consider l s l , l , l primitive. With-1 2 3
Žout loss of generality we may assume that l s 0 as tensoring up with an3
.appropriate power of q-det will give the general case in what follows . By
Ž . Ž .5.8 , if l is primitive and = l is irreducible, then 0 F l y l , l F l y 1,1 2 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .and l y l , l / l y 1, l y 1 . Suppose l y l q l ) l and l y1 2 2 1 2 2 1
Ž .l , l - l y 1 this cannot arise when l s 2 . Then l y l s l y 1 y a2 2 1 2
Žand l s l y 1 y b with a, b ) 0 and a q b - l y 2. Consider = l y 2 y2
.b, l y 1 y a y b, 0 . This is minimal in its block, and hence simple, so by
FŽ . ŽSteinberg's tensor product theorem we see that = 1, 0, 0 m = l y 2 y b,
. Ž .l y 1 y a y b, 0 is also simple, isomorphic to L t for some t .
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Now, using Lemma 5.9, we have
ch L t s e l , 0, 0 q e 0, l , 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž
qe 0, 0, l x l y 2 y b , l y 1 y a y b , 0Ž . Ž ..
s x t q x l y 2 y b , 2 l y 1 y a y b , 0Ž . Ž .
q x l y 2 y b , l y 1 y a y b , lŽ .
s x t y x 2 l y 2 y a y b , l y 1 y b , 0Ž . Ž .
q x l y 2, l y 1 y b , l y a y b .Ž .
After rearranging and noting that the central term on the right is just
Ž .ch = l , l , l , we see that1 2 3
ch = t s ch L t q ch = l y ch = l y 2, l y 1 y b , l y a y b ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .which implies that = l is not simple. After tensoring with q-det we see
Ž .that the primitive weights l with = l simple are a subset of
q
l , l , l g X T : 0 F l y l F l y 2Ž . Ž . 41 2 3 1 3
j l y 1 q a q l , a q l , l , l y 1 q a q l , l y 1 q l , l : 7 Ž . Ž .3 3 3 3 3 3
0 F a F l y 2 .4
But all these elements are minimal in their corresponding blocks, and as
any minimal element must be simple, this gives the result.
w Ž .xAs this last result corresponds to 11, Sect. 2 3 , it just remains to check
Ž w x.the following proposition corresponding to that in 11, Sect. 2 , and most
of the rest of this section will be devoted to this. For the rest of this section
we assume that d F n.
qŽ . w Ž . Ž .xPROPOSITION 5.11. Let l g L n, d be such that = l : L m s 0 for
qŽ .all m g L n, d with m ) l. Then
Ž . Ž . Ž .i for all N G n, the S N, d -module = l is injecti¤e;q N
Ž .ii l is row l-regular;
Ž . Ž .iii for N G n, the kS -module f = l is irreducible.N N, d N
qŽ .We say that l g L n, d is column l-regular if l y l - l for alli iq1
qŽ .1 F i F n, and denote the set of these by L n, d . With this notation,col
w Ž .Ž .xwe have the following result from 7, 4.4 4 ii .
 Ž . qŽ . 4LEMMA 5.12. Suppose that d F n. Then fL l : l g L n, d is acol
Ž .complete set of inequi¤alent irreducible H d -modules.q
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w Ž .Ž .x qŽ .As noted in 7, 4.3 10 ii , there is a bijection i: L n, d “row
qŽ . qŽ . Ž . Ž Ž ..L n, d such that, for l g L n, d , we have I l ( T i l , thecol row S
Ž .indecomposable tilting module of highest weight i l . Hence we obtain
qŽ . Ž .LEMMA 5.13. Suppose d F n and l g L n, d . Then i l is therow
Ž .  qŽ . w Ž . Ž .x 4unique highest element in the set D l s m g L n, d : = m : L l / 0
w Ž Ž .. Ž .xand further = i l : L l s 1.
Ž wWe also have a notion of contravariant duality see 7, Remarks before
x. 04.1d and we shall denote the contravariant dual of a module V by V .
This, combined with the results above, allows us to prove the following
w Ž .xanalogue of 11, 2 5 .
LEMMA 5.14. Suppose d F n and let f s f . Then we ha¤e:n, d
Ž . md Ž .dŽl. Ž . Ž .i E ( [ I l , where d l s dim fL l ;q Slg L Žn, d.row
Ž . Ž .0 Ž . qŽ . Ž .ii I l ( I l for l g L n, d and I l has unique highestS S row S
Ž .weight i l ;
Ž . Ž md Ž .. Ž .iii E := m s dim f = m .
md w Ž .xProof. We have that E is injective by 7, 2.1 8 , and the rest of part
Ž . w Ž .x wi follows just as in the classical case, using 7, 4.3 9 instead of 15,
Ž .x Ž . w Ž .Ž .x6.4b . Part ii follows from the arguments above and 7, 4.3 10 i .
Ž .Finally part iii follows much as in the original case, but replacing
reduction to characteristic zero by reduction to the case q a nonroot of
unity, and then using that the corresponding q-Schur algebra is semisimple
Ž w Ž .Ž .x.see 7, 4.3 7 i .
Ž .We are now almost in a position to prove 5.11 . The one outstanding
w Ž . x Ž .fact needed is an analogue of 15, 6.4c Theorem giving a basis of f = l .
w x Ž .But using the identification given in 7, 4.5h of f = l with the Specht
w x wmodule of Dipper and James, this follows from 6, 8.1 , as noted in 13,
x Ž . w xRemark after Theorem 1.5 . Now 5.11 follows just as in 11 , which then
gives the main result.
Ž .Finally in this section, we use 5.3 to determine precisely the blocks
of G.
Ž .qTHEOREM 5.15. For l g X T , the G-block containing l is
qmŽl.W ? l q lp ZF l X T , if p ) 0 or m l s 0,Ž . Ž .Ž .
 4l , otherwise.
Ž .Proof. Clearly, by 5.2 , it is enough to show that any two elements of
Ž .the above set are in the same block. So assume that p ) 0 or m l s 0,
Ž mŽl. . Ž .q qŽ .and that t , m g W ? l q lp ZF l X T . If these lie in L n, d for
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Ž .some d, then we are done, as they are then in the same S n, d -block, andq
w Ž .xthe result follows from 12, 4 5 . Otherwise there exists an e such that
qŽ .t 9 s t q eˆ and m9 s m q eˆ lie in L n, d for some d. As these then
lie in the same block of G by the above argument, there exists a sequence
w Ž . Ž .xof weights, say t 9 s t 9, . . . , t 9 s m9, with = t 9 : L t 9 / 0 or1 t i iq1
w Ž . Ž .x= t 9 : L t 9 / 0 for 1 F i - t. Setting t s t 9 y eˆ , we note thatiq1 i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž .e Ž . Ž . Ž .e= t 9 ( = t m q-det and L t 9 ( L t m q-det . Thus the se-i i i i
w Ž . Ž .xquence t s t , . . . , t s m is such that = t : L t / 0 or1 t i iq1
w Ž . Ž .x= t : L t / 0 for 1 F i - t. Hence t and m lie in the same G-block.iq1 i
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